
Relative Advantage
Cousins are not exactly siblings, not exactly friends. ln a wat/,

they're the best of both.

Sne Christnras past, ffiy sister-in-law and I
conspired to treat our kids to a performance of the

colorful opera Amahl and the Night Visitors at New

York City's Lincoln Center. We thought it would be

a stellar holiday experience. But the kids - five
near-the-same -age cousins - thought otherwise, as

we discovered in a New York minute. To be seated

shoulder-to-shoulder for more than an hour, with
no room to wrestle or run and with a grown-up
shushing every giggle, was near agony for them.
When the show was over and we tried to herd them
in the direction of the famous Rockefeller Center

Christmas tree, the kids rolled their eyes and dragged

their feet. Exasperated, I asked what the problem was.

"We have cousining to do!" my nephew Marty
protested. What he meant was that, when the cousins

get together, events and excursions (even must-sees
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of the season) are insufferable obstacles. All Marty, his

brother, Brian, ffiy Jessie, )enny, and Matthew (the

operagoers), plus Emily and Timmy, who round out
this pack, want to do is tear around in a back room
or a backyard, with no meddlittg from the likes of us.

It was Marty and Brian's dad (to my kids, the

venerable Uncle Marty) who first identified this
favored communal pastime and gave it a name:

cousining. Referring to the periodic assembly of
young relations in a free-form mass of laughter,
inside jokes, silly pranks, and spirited games, cousin-

ing allows no agenda, Do schedule, no itinerary. In
our extended family, it has achieved the status of
sacred ritual. To cross paths with Marty, Brian, Emily,

and Timmy and not set aside time for unstructured
cousin-to-cousin antics is simply unthinkable.

I'm not sure we aunts and uncles fully grasp the
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nuances of cousining, but we do understand our role in it. It's
our job to get the cousins togethet under the pretense of hol-
idays, casual visits, or vacations, and then it's our job to leave

them alone. An inquisitive student of child psychology, I
asked fenny, my ten-year-old, what makes cousining so appeal-
ing. "It's fun," she replied. "More fun than playing with friends?"
I pressed her. |enny thought a minute before answering. "You
can't'cousin'with friends," she asserted, trumping me with
that indisputable fact. Her answers would remain elusive over
the coming weeks, no matter how cleverly I probed the mys-
teries of cousining. The others stayed just as tight-lipped.

My own conclusion, therefore: cousins combine the best
traits of friends and siblings. They endure different parents,
but th.ybelong to the same family. They spend their ordinary
days apart, but the special ones together. They share all sorts
of painful and embarrassing events (Emily can recount in nau-
seating detail how fenny got sick on a visit to a pumpkin
patch one Halloween), but you can rest assured theywon't cir-
culate the gory details around your third-grade classroom.

fifty halsbandu Tony, amd $ don't know from cousinirg.
As kids, our cousins were either too old or lived too far away
to become true compatriots. As my kids know (and remind
us regularly), real, workable cousining requires the momen-
tum of regular contact. Luckily, my husband's siblings, for
reasons unknown and probably irrational, chose to settle
down in drivable proximity to each other. If that were not
proof enough of forbearance, these aunts and uncles then
proceeded to introduce a new cousin to the family annually
for seven years. These seven (my three included) make up
the core of active-duty cousins. Rachel, a new recruit, signed
on this summer. She won't undergo formal cousin induc-
tion, fenny says, "until she can talk."

Patrick, fake, and Thra, three older cousins who are now
college d1e,have since retired to the rank of cousin reservists.
They forfeited their active status, my nephew Brian has told
rn€, by allowing growing up to get in the way of customary
cousin pursuits like laser tag, wrestling Uncle Paul, and
bringing errant adults to trial (in absentia, generally) before
the clandestine assembly they call The Cousin Council.

I can only hazard a guess about what transpires in those
conspiratorial gatherings of cousins. The Cousin Council
intrigues us aunts and uncles as much, I suppose, as a grand
jrry would intrigue any criminal under indictment. "|ust what
does this Cousin Council do?" I casually queried the girls,
clustered in the back of our van, one d^y.Emily acknowl-
edged, after a few miles, that the Council's primary function
is to strip unworthy adults of their Aunt or Uncle status. "Well,

what does that mean?" I wanted to know. "Personal disgrace

and disrepute,"'whispered my husband, who was listening.

Jessie hinted at something much worse: "You'd be happier
not knowing," she assured us both.

Whatever that horrendous fate may be, it seems to be
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prompted by such offenses as nixing sleep-overs or giving
cousins inappropriate Christmas gifts. "Or," Jessie added, her

eyes glaring in the rearview mirror,'Asking too much about
The Cousin Council." I resolved not to give Emily a baby wee-

wee doll this Christmas, and I stopped asking questions.

'Til,ii., ii ;:ii,r''l'I,i., ,,,: :,i ,,, ".irii' 
't i'i;i:: 'xlliiiiil.l"t that, among COUSinS, mak-

ing fun of the grown-ups is the ultimate inside joke. We give

them plenty of material. Some of our befuddlement stems

from the fact that our offspring share enough genetic com-
ponents to make them eerily close to clones. I myself suspect

it's often staged when an unseen, panicked voice screeches

"Dad!" just to see three fathers scramble, perplexed as to
which kid issued the cry for help. Tony and I have pretty much
given up trying to distinguish fenny from our niece Emily.

Inseparable as they are at family gatherings, they coalesce in
our weary minds simply as "femily."

Adults are fair game, but among cousins themselves there

is rarely any discord - even during holiday visits, when all

of us are caught up in the seasonalfrenry.An incentive to keep-

ing the peace, no doubt, is the reality that a cousin spurned
means an afternoon wasted in the company of indescribably
tedious aunts and uncles who have no better clue how to make

a gathering memorable than to buy tickets to something and

make everyone sit and watch.
Which brings us to my ultimate theory: cousining, at its

core, is an instinctual survival response that kicks in at the

threat of spending long holiday gatherings amid utterly bor-
ing grown-ups. "That's basically it," Ienny agrees.

The result is that when Totry and I steel ourselves for
another long, trafficked drive to the in-laws, our kids are

looking forward with irrepressible joy to sharing the day in
cahoots with their extended family. In truth, there would prob-
ably be fewer of these visits if the only little voices nagging

us to make them came from our own consciences.

So I have to share )enny's alarm when she reports that
Marty, now age 14, recently hesitated to join a game of laser

tag in favor of lingering over dessert with the grown-ups. Once

Marty retires, I fear, the remaining cousins will fall like nee-

dles from the tree, detaching one after another from a tradi-
tion once so enthusiastically embellished. That will leave us

aunts and uncles sitting around the table after Christmas din-
ner drinking copious coffee, with no need to stay out of any-

one's way. When the festivities conclude - the pile of
walkie-talkies and baby wee-wee dolls replaced by a few taste-

fully gift-wrapped candles - we'll depart when we want to,

undelayed by children who vaporize into thin air or plead for
just ten more minutes of laser tag. For now, though, cousin-
ing cannot be denied. And despite what you may have heard

from The Cousin Council, I wouldn't want it any other way.

Debra ludge Silber, aka Aunt Deb (status pending review), is

a freelance writer and editor living in Connecticut.
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